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YVES BONNEFOY 

Overture: The Narrow Path 
toward the Wholel 

What pulsing in that line that sometimes moves about in the dabs, 
beneath the highlights of a bit of color: the drawing! 

That drawing that at first sight can seem less to one who has learned to 
love the magnificent altar pieces, or the transfiguration of matter in a 
Titian, a Vermeer, or the storms-lingering, or just about to burst 
forth-in a Delacroix, but that sometimes shows that it can be as 
much if not even almost more, in the next to nothing of a line that 
hesitates, that breaks off. As though the admission of inadequacy, 
when it shows itself at the peak of mastery, were the truth before which 
all others fade, but also an outpouring, a source. 

Giacometti, who was also a great painter, used to say, "Drawing is all." 
From his earliest years, he had been a master of the artistic vision, 
thanks, in particular, to drawing, but eventually gave up the idea of this 
mastery, and then understood that he was at last a drawer, and later he 
never stopped searching, destroying, starting over-living its absolute 
in those few lines that were sometimes all but obliterated by his era- 
sures, and he was still drawing "with just his eyes, " his brother tells us, 
only a few hours before his death. 

1. These notes on drawing are one part of a three-part essay called Comme allerloin 
dans les pierres published in 1992 by Jacques Clerc with lithographs by Henri Cartier 
Bresson. 

YFS 84, Boundaries: Writing & Drawing, ed. M. Reid, ? 1994 by Yale University. 
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II 

Our experience with what is: on a whole first level, it is only our 
language. Our words draw from without the material with which they 
will build, arrange, and interpret things, and thus the world is put 
together, thus the universes that each civilization has dreamed of ap- 
pear and disappear: sumptuous figures, rich in dimension and move- 
ment, but which are only the pages, gone as soon as turned, of a book 
one has little reason therefore to call reality. 

Reality nonetheless survives, on that horizon in things that words can 
never reach, or in the space between them: much like the leaves above 
the walls of enclosed gardens. Let's say that the real is the tree one sees 
before our intellect tells us it's a tree; or the slow swelling of the cloud, 
that tightening, that tearing in the sand of its color that defy the power 
of words. 

And poetry is what speech becomes when one has learned not to forget 
that there is a place, in many words, where, despite what has just been 
said of them, they make contact with what they cannot say. 

III 

In speech, poetry; and beneath the pencil, the drawing. 

What is the person who draws doing if not, in the first place, encounter- 
ing this level where language decides? If Michelangelo wants to under- 
stand the musculature of the ephebe, Degas the posture of the little 
ballet dancer, there must be a precision in their way of looking at things 
that is not unlike the precision of thought. The muscles, furthermore, 
have a name, and movement follows laws that are known. 

And in this way the drawer can be "true," and afford truth to painters 
who find in their colors, their values, in their use of perspective that 
once was so important, in the figurative painting that only yesterday 
was still dominant, in their themes and allusions, the material to build 
an image of the world that will enchant their era. But the drawer 
possesses a power, a power he can feel, which is denied to these painters 
whose ambitions are so vast. 

So narrow is his stroke, so surrounded by great empty shores! 
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And so easy then for him to feel intuitively that that white page is the 
unknowing which surpasses his ability to know, a light quite other 
than that sun which he has perhaps already placed on the right in his 
drawing, behind that cluster of trees. A light that is more than the 
simple physical sun, since it wells up from the depths of all things, 
since it is the radiance of that unity that words fragment. 

After which he will surely be able to sense that drawing is less 
defining contours, finding their truth, than venturing into that white- 
ness and discovering there the precarity of all that has been acquired, 
the vanity of wants, and thus drawing near to that reality-unity that 
language robs us of. In this way, the drawing, the "great" drawing, will 
be poetry. "Pure" poetry, already modern, next to paintings which are 
works made up of narrative, sermon, science-and of course made rich 
as well by that poetry they sometimes gather from drawing, and which 
they intensify or dilute. 

IV 

Where the drawing of little merit is the one that seems weighted down 
by undiscarded "painting," great painting preserves, on all its levels, 
the bold stroke that erases, that renews the world. 

But let us be careful: this stroke is no longer the line made by pencil or 
charcoal that color would enhance; it can be the purple stripe of the 
sunset in a Constable or a Hodler as much or even more than the line 
reduced to itself that the word "disegno" suggests in the Florentine 
tradition. The drawing in painting is the kernel of the invisible, not the 
quintessence, however supreme, of intelligible forms. Let us say, "This 
painting has no drawing," as we used to say of certain forms, "They 
have no life." 

V 

Why is the drawing so difficult in the West? Because of the Idea that 
dominates so many Platonic minds, and because also of the Christian 
notion of a Word that has produced the universe: proof, in both cases, 
that reality is identified with language. Our civilizations of the eve- 
ning sun are born from this confinement of the mind in words, which 
allows the mind to run headlong into history without a handrail, at the 
risk of disaster. The Chinese painter, on the other hand, was totally a 
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drawer, only painting the crab when it had become so close to him that 
he no longer needed to look at it, and in brush strokes that captured not 
its form but simply the gentle breathing of one crab among other crabs. 

In the West, the drawing is obviously as rare, as unusual as poetry. 

But squeezed between the high cliffs of conceptual thought, it manages 
to move along more frothy and clear, and even, because of this, to 
follow paths more varied than in the oriental washdrawing: unex- 
pected paths that forge far ahead and that now pass peacefully beside us 
at the very moment and in the very place where we might have thought 
ourselves lost. 

For instance a certain Triumph of Galatea by Poussin, as a sudden flow 
of light from a page turned in Friedlaender and Blunt. The spiral of the 
rhythms in Raphael rising up in the body of his own Galatea-in the 
chords of an earth made music-toward that invisible point which is 
in us the center of gravity that will help us to survive. 

VI 

Drawing, de-signifying:2 breaking the seal, opening the envelope-but 
it remains sealed. 

Painting, then: letting the world-all its shores, all its suns, all its 
ships gliding "in the gold and in the purple silk of water13-be re- 
flected in the windowpane. 

Translated by John T. Naughton 

2. Dessiner, d6-signer in the French. 
3. Bonnefoy is citing line eighteen of Baudelaire's "La Chevelure": "Oui les 

vaisseaux, glissant dans lor et dans la moire." 
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